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INTRODUCTION
Are your website and social media driving a non-stop flow of qualified prospects to your
sales team for conversion into paying customers? If not, your online platforms aren’t the
income generating business assets they’re supposed to be.
The Customer Journey Canvas will show you how to make your online activities deliver a
better return on investment than any other kind of marketing or advertising.
By using this system, you and your sales team will be able to break free from the vicious
cycle of cold calling and chasing leads and bask in a virtuous cycle of endless automated
leads, easier conversions, and rapid growth.
My name is Susan Wallace. I help business owners put lead generation and customer
acquisition into the center of their online activities. I do this by helping them create an online
journey that converts visitors into leads and leads into loyal customers.
I wrote this book specifically for business owners and decision makers who haven’t figured
out how to capitalize on digital yet. Many business owners struggle to see the link between
online activity and profitability. If you haven’t created an online journey that turns your
visitors into leads, and your leads into customers, chances are you’ll never achieve the rapid
growth you want for your business.
When I was completing my dissertation for my Master of Science in Digital Marketing, my
research showed that the majority of SME business owners couldn’t clearly articulate the
goals of their online activities or what key performance indicators would show staff time and
budget spent online were generating leads, customers and sales.
Most business owners surveyed believed their online presence and social media were about
promoting their business. But online activities should be a lot more than that.
Savvy business owners know that online content, key website pages and social media are
three of the most effective ways to help drive an endless flow of highly qualified leads to
your sales team for conversion into customers. If your content marketing, website and social
media aren’t doing that, then your online channels are broken.
This book will give you the knowledge you need to clearly articulate what you want from
your online activities and your investment in online channels. Being able to clearly explain
what you want means you’ll get much better value for money on your marketing and
advertising spend.
Implementing the Customer Journey Canvas will ensure you’ll never, ever lose another lead
again. How good would it feel to have a business growth strategy that generates a non-stop
flow of highly qualified leads for your business 24/7, 365 days a year?
Susan Wallace
Your Customer Journey Coach
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WHAT IS THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS?
The Customer Journey Canvas is a system to help business owners use their online channels
to get more leads, win more customers and enjoy rapid growth.
The system will help you create a customer journey online that turns visitors into leads and
leads into customers.
The Customer Journey is an automated system that uses psychology and technology to save
your sanity, time, energy and money.

It will give you more freedom from marketing confusion and it will be more cost effective
than any other kind of sales, advertising or promotional activity.
Implement the system and you’ll have an automated sales pipeline that will bring in new
leads daily and make it much easier to turn those leads into higher paying customers.
You’re going to learn how to use the first part of the canvas: The Customer Communication
Canvas to develop deep insights to help you communicate with your ideal customers in a way
that grabs their attention and builds demand for your services.
You’ll then use those insights to map out a customer journey that takes visitors online and
turns them into high-paying customers by using the second canvas: The Customer Journey
Canvas. By the time you’ve finished this book, you’ll understand the psychology and
technology you need to create the six-essential web-pages and four processes you need to
turn clicks into customers and enjoy rapid growth. Then if you wish, I can help you customize
the system and implement it so it is automated and built to work hard for your business.
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DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?
Now, I don’t know why you started your own business but I’m guessing you wanted more
flexibility, more financial freedom and a better work life balance. But I’m guessing you’re a
bit like me, you enjoy working hard now, knowing it will pay dividends in the future. But
I’m also guessing there is some room for improvement.
If the answer is yes to just one of the following, then I can promise the presentation below
will have a direct effect on your ability to scale and grow.
Count the Yes’s
Do you know the service you provide is valuable?
Would you say that despite your hard work and efforts you haven’t reached the level
you want yet?
Do you find that no matter how hard you work you just can’t seem to get enough
customers or earn enough to feel secure about the future?
Do you worry about where your next set of customers are coming from?
Do you worry about how to pay for overheads and staff?
Do you feel like it’s hit and miss when it comes to finding new customers?
Despite your best efforts do you still have to focus on best price?
Do you get frustrated when you see competitors getting ahead and wonder what
they’re doing that you’re not?
Do you get overwhelmed because you don’t understand the psychology and
technology of sales?
Do you feel like you’re on a social media hamster wheel that just isn’t delivering the
results you need to grow your business?
Do you wish you had a way to bring in new leads and new customers every day
without making too much effort?
Would you like a system to help you get endless leads, easier sales conversions and
experience rapid growth?
If the answer is yes even to just one of the above, then I can promise you the Customer
Journey Canvas will help you solve all of these problems if you decide to implement it in
your business.
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WHAT IS THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS?
The Customer Journey Canvas is a system to help you get crystal clear on what you need to
say to and do to create a great online journey for your customers. It creates a simple, but
highly effective automated sales pipeline that is easy to create and requires little or no effort
to maintain. It’s designed to deliver new leads into your business daily and make it super
easy for you to convert those leads into customers.
What makes it so effective is the blend of psychology and technology that underpins the
system. When everything is pieced together, it will help you get endless leads and win more
customers so you can achieve rapid growth in your business.
The system is simple to understand and easy to implement. There are just six web pages and
four psychological processes. It’s been exclusively developed for service based businesses
– both B2B and B2C. It works for the trades and construction, health and wellness, business
coaching, marketing, advertising, accountants, legal and financial professionals.
It can also help many traditional brick and mortar service based businesses compete against
multi-national corporations.
It even works great for charities and NGOs who want to develop greater goodwill and give
something to their customers while at the same time increasing customer donations.
In other words, the Customer Journey Canvas is the perfect tool for all service based
businesses, including yours.
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MY PROMISE TO YOU
By reading this book you’re going to become clear on how to leverage your online activities
to increase profitability and revenue growth.
The Customer Journey Canvas will guide you through the treacherous and often budget
blowing world of social media, lead generation and digital marketing.
You will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a clear vision and a unified voice that converts visitors into leads and
prospects into customers.
Become known as the go-to expert in your field because of the great value you give
to potential customers.
Be able to give clear instructions to your marketing team, or external marketing
agencies, so they’re focused on driving an endless flow of prospects and leads towards
your sales team.
Put lead generation and customer lifetime value back at the heart of your business
model.
Have an evergreen, automated lead generation system to help you grow your market
share year after year.
Learn exactly how to create endless leads, easy conversions, and rapid growth from
your online activities.

GROW BY GIVING
I believe the best way to grow a great business is to grow by giving. This means giving as
much value to people as possible before they become your customers. Educate them and give
them the information they need to make informed buying decisions. You’ll become known
as the go-to expert, a leading authority and generate tons of goodwill.
When the time is right, and people want to make a purchase, they’re more likely to purchase
from the business that helped them most – yours!
To get you started on your Customer Journey Canvas, I’ve created a short tutorial that will
save you time and get the Customer Journey Canvas working in your business FAST.
If you’re short on time or prefer to watch rather than read, click on the link below or enter
the URL into your browser and you’ll get access to the Customer Journey Master Class.
You’ll also see how the Customer Journey Canvas works in my business.

Visit www.resultsxo.com/canvas
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OVERVIEW OF THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS
There are two parts to the canvas.
1. The Customer Communication Canvas and
2. The Customer Journey Canvas
In the Customer Communication Canvas you’ll develop deep insights to help you create
content that converts visitors into leads and leads into customers.
Your customers don’t use logic when making purchases. They are ruled by their emotions,
even when they’re making run-of-the mill purchases for their businesses. By understanding
how they think, feel and act you’ll be able to communicate with them in a way that grabs
their attention, builds interest in your business and creates demand for your products and
services.
If your customers know that you understand them, they are much more likely to buy from
you and come back for more.
The second part is the actual Customer Journey Canvas itself. Here you use the customer
communication insights to create an engaging online journey for your ideal clients.
You’ll inspire people to click on your web pages, social media posts and your content so they
can learn more about what you do. You’ll offer a free gift in return for their email address
and you’ll take them on a carefully crafted journey optimized to turn those leads into
customers.
Creating an online customer journey or sales funnel is a lot easier than you might think. There
are only six essential web pages in the sales funnel that turns visitor into customers.
And to help you get the most out of your online customer journey, you’ll also learn four
essential processes that will encourage more people to buy from you and to increase the
customer lifetime value of new and existing customers.
Most of the customer journey can be automated. This means that once you create the sales
funnel, it will automatically bring in new enquiries and new customers. There will be very
little maintenance required to keep it running. You’ll get new leads and new enquiries on a
daily basis. It will work for you 24/7, 365 days a year.
Now I want you to know that you don’t need any special technical skills, nor will you need
to hire a web developer or a digital marketing company. I work with a lot of business owners
who are terrified of tech and they get it up and running fast. So I want to reassure you, you’ll
be able to do this in-house at a fraction of the cost of hiring an external agency.
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WHAT PROBLEM DO YOU SOLVE?
GET THE WOW! AND THE HOW?
One of the first business growth mistakes that most business owners make is they don't get a
'wow!' and a 'how?' response when they describe their business. Imagine the scene; you’re at
a networking event and you ask someone, “So what do you do?”
Moments later your eyes glaze over and you’re nodding, trying to look interested while you
scan the room for a way out of the conversation. The truth is most business owners don’t
know how to describe what they do in a way that grabs attention and builds interest.
Your value proposition should be short and to the point. When you describe what you do it
should elicit one of two main reactions:
“Wow! That's exactly what I need!" or “How do you do that?”
Both responses open up a conversation. This will allow you to offer something of value to
people, making them more likely to become your customers.
If you can’t describe what you do in two short, memorable sentences, you’re going to be
forgotten. If you’re not memorable, your target market will quickly forget that you exist and
they will be less likely to buy from you.
Coca Cola spent billions to get one single message into the hearts and minds of its customers.
Yet most of us can’t remember that four-word message even though it’s been advertised
consistently for over thirty years. Think about it, if Coca Cola struggled to get a four-word
message to a global audience, how memorable will your message need to be, if it’s to stay in
the mind of your potential customers?
There is a psychology that underpins the creation of a powerful message. If you use it,
customers will warm to you and engage with you a lot more than they do with your
competitors.
Learning how to describe your value proposition so it pulls customers towards you rather
than the traditional push sales approach is key to consistent growth.
Here’s my description of my business:
“My name is Susan Wallace. I help business owners break free from the vicious cycle of
budget blowing advertising, cold calling and unpredictable sales so they can bask in a
virtuous cycle of endless leads, easy conversions, and rapid growth.”
My description highlights three pain-points that most business owners experience as well as
three massive benefits of working with me. My message isn’t about me. It’s about my clients
and the value I offer them.
To help you understand the psychology behind creating marketing messages that get a Wow!
or a How? response, I’m going to take you on a journey – The Communication Journey. It
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lies at the heart of human needs psychology and it’s grounded in the science of why people
purchase products and services.
This journey will change the way you think about marketing forever. More importantly, it
will give you a massive advantage over your competitors. When it’s done, you’ll have a great
conversation starter, plus you’ll quickly become known as the business that puts customers
first.
If you’re too busy to read this book and you want to cut to the chase, click on the link and I’ll
send a ten-minute condensed video version to your inbox. I promise it's the real thing!
www.resultsxo.com/canvas

Visit www.resultsxo.com/canvas

By watching the Master Class you’ll be able to fill in the blanks and develop insights to help
you communicate your value to your ideal clients.
Later, you’ll use this information to create the content for the six web pages that form the
automated customer journey online.
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THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY VISUALIZATION
PAIN ISLAND

Regardless of whether you sell products or services, I’d like you to think of the problem you
solve for your customers.
Name that problem.
Imagine all your potential customers are stuck in a place called Pain Island. Most of them are
desperate to escape the pain they’re suffering from. Therefore, they’re waiting at a platform
for someone to come and rescue them.
THE BOAT

Then you come along in your boat.
Your business is your boat.
The purpose of your boat is to get as many people off Pain Island as possible. However, the
waters around the pier are crowded, noisy and busy. Many other boats, including your
competition, have congregated around the platform and they’re all looking for new business.
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LOUDSPEAKER

You are the Captain of your boat. Like all the other Captains, you’ve got a loudspeaker to
help you communicate with people on Pain Island. But so has every other boat owner, and
they’re all shouting marketing messages at the thousands of potential customers desperate to
escape Pain Island.
You can clearly hear this noise when you visit social media platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn. You can even see it when you look at Google AdWords. Everywhere
you turn businesses are constantly shouting at customers, using hard-sell tactics to push their
products and services.
Nowadays people just keep scrolling when they’re faced with hard-sell messages. Therefore,
the marketing efforts of most businesses are wasted on an audience that’s immune to their
tactics.
When you pick up your loudspeaker you’ve got just a few minutes to grab attention. What
are you going to say?
How can your marketing message cut through all the confusion and noise from other boat
owners desperately trying to sell to your ideal customers who are stuck on Pain Island?
How can you craft a message that will grab their attention and cause them to listen to you?
How can you speak in a way that is authentic and meaningful?
Because when boat owners pick up the loudspeaker, they make some big communication
mistakes. Mistakes that can cost your business hundreds of thousands in lost revenue and
sales.
You see, most Captains assume that people on Pain Island want to get on their boat. They
don’t. What they really want is to go to a place called Pleasure Island.
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PLEASURE ISLAND

Pleasure Island is the place your ideal customers dream about. This is the place in the future
where their problems are solved and they’re enjoying the benefits of more freedom, more
time, more money and more happiness that comes from making that investment in what you
have on offer.
Another mistake most business owners make is they try to pitch their products and services
to people on Pain Island. But people don’t want to be sold to. They want someone they can
trust; a Captain with a sturdy boat that can take them to Pleasure Island.
Someone who can help them steer clear of the shark infested waters. A Captain who can help
them plot a course, take them on a journey and help them get the results they crave.
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FIND YOUR IDEAL CUSTOMER!

Imagine for today that you can only rescue one person from Pain Island.
Out of the hundreds and thousands that are desperate to escape, pick just one person that
represents the kind of customer you most want to do business with.
Talk to that one person.
Communicate with him or her in the exact same way that you would talk to a person you’ve
just met.
Start by letting them know you understand the pain they’re in. After all, they’re at the
platform because they are desperate to get off Pain Island.
Show empathy and understanding. Talk to them as an individual. Talk to them as you would
talk to someone who needs your help but has no reason to trust you. Yet.
Out of the thousands congregated on Pain Island, which is the one you most want to rescue?
Which one is best for your business? Pick someone who represents your ideal customer.
Once you’ve got clarity on exactly who your ideal customer is, you’ll find it much easier to
write a meaningful message that grabs attention and builds excitement for what you have on
offer.
And when your sales message is written with one person in mind, your message will attract
hundreds and thousands of people who identify with your ideal customer. Your message will
stand out in that noisy, busy port because it will be heart-felt and authentic
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THE MESSAGE
Now you know the journey your potential clients want to take, it’s time to create a meaningful
message that will cut through the noise and the confusion in that busy port.
This means that when you pick up your loudspeaker, you can speak with an authentic voice
that will grab attention, build interest and create demand for the products and services you
have to offer.
Here’s a formula you can use to create great promotional messages for brochures, sales
letters, promotions and even advertisements. All the top marketing agencies and the
sponsored posts you see in your social media newsfeeds use this formula.
Call out to your customers by their title. For example, young mums, business owners, first
time buyers, builders, financial directors; you know who your ideal clients or customers are.
Next, name the pain island problem you solve.
List the three big symptoms or pain points that leave them feeling stuck on Pain Island.
What is the emotional driver that causes them to go online and search for a solution? This
might be frustration, uncertainty, overwhelm, insecurity, tiredness etc.
What is it costing them not to take action? This is an important question to consider. What’s
the price they’re paying by staying stuck? Move beyond the monetary considerations and
look at how being stuck affects other aspects of their lives.
For example, the revenue you’re not making from your online platforms is a big cost of
inaction for my client segment (business owners just like you). But the cost of inaction goes
beyond that. It can stop your business from scaling, reduce promotion opportunities for
employees, create long-term financial instability and allow competition to get further ahead.
Ask yourself, what’s the Pleasure Island result you offer?
What are the three big benefits your customers will get when they finally get there?
Once you’ve answered these questions, you can create a message that is perceived as
fundamentally different from all the other boat owners who are shouting sales messages to
people on Pain Island.
But be careful when you’re describing the benefits of Pleasure Island. Many business owners
confuse features with benefits. Features are factual reasons to buy. Benefits are emotional
reasons to buy. Remember, customers unconsciously translate features into emotional
benefits.
Even office equipment like photocopiers are purchased for emotional reasons. Here’s how
the formula works for the Pain Island experience of having an inefficient photocopier.
“Are you tired (emotion) of endless paper jams interrupting your work flow? Our deluxe
copier will end the distraction (emotion) of expensive maintenance, helpdesk hell and callout
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charges (three pain points). You’ll enjoy the freedom and reliability of having a non-stop
supply of crisp copies (three big benefits) to showcase (another benefit) of the work you do.”
Here’s one for my client segment – business owners just like you!
“Business Owners! (title) I know you’re frustrated (emotion) from blowing your budget,
wasting your time and getting nowhere fast (three Pain Island symptoms) every time you try
and get new customers.
Join me on a free Master Class and I’ll show you how easy it is to get endless leads, easy
conversions and rapid growth (three big benefits) by using a simple process called the
Customer Journey Canvas (product).”
By using this system, you’ll be able to create an automated Customer Journey that turns clicks
into customers and will help you take your business to the next level.
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SPEAK TO THE ONE!
It’s time to take the insights you’ve just created and create an avatar, someone who represents
your ideal client.
When you’re communicating with potential customers, the more people you try and speak to
in your copy, the more diluted the message becomes and the less powerful and effective it
will be.
You see, most other Captains are selling to people on Pain Island. They have developed mass
communication strategies that are focused on selling their products and services to a wide
audience.
By crafting a sincere message to one individual you’ll get the attention of a lot more people
on Pain Island. The reason is the message will be fundamentally different from the noisy selfpromotion of the other loudspeakers. It will be sincere, personal and meaningful.
Your customers aren’t abstract demographics. They are individuals with real problems and
emotions that drive them to look for solutions. They don’t want to know about your boat or
your business. They don’t even care about the features of your product or service.
They want a Captain on a boat (business) they can trust. They want someone who has the
experience, knowledge and expertise to take them on the customer journey from Pain Island
to Pleasure Island.
Pick just one person and let’s take a few minutes to get to know him or her.
Together, we’ll build a profile of your ideal customer (avatar). Doing this means that when
you pick up your loudspeaker, you’ll rise above the noise of the other Captains hawking their
wares. Most of the best digital marketing agencies will charge you a premium fee to create
an avatar like this!
Some of the questions below might seem odd, but they’re relevant questions when you’re
getting to know just one single person. And that’s exactly what you’re trying to do.
You’re about to develop deep customer insights about your ideal customer. Insights that will
give you a highly competitive edge. Therefore, answering these questions will help you create
a 3D mental image of an actual person that represents your target customer.
Once you’ve got clarity on exactly who your ideal customer is, you’ll find it much easier to
write a meaningful message that resonates with your buying audience. Because when your
marketing message is written with one person in mind, your message will be heartfelt and
authentic. Just go with it, I promise it’ll be worth the effort.
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If you could rescue just one person from Pain Island, who would it be?
Would it be a man or a woman?
Give him or her a name.
How old is he or she? (don’t answer with an approximate age, give him or her an exact age)
Is he or she married? Single? Divorced?
Does he or she have kids or not?
If yes, how old?
What does he or she do for a living?
Is it a job or a career?
What is the problem that keeps him or her stuck on Pain Island? (This should be related to
the solution your business offers)
How does this problem keep him or her up at night?
How does this problem worry him or her about the future?
What does he or she need to have to solve this problem?
What does he or she need to do to solve this problem?
What does he or she need to hear to invest in the solution?
How will having this solution change his or her life?
What does your product or service need to offer to make it irresistible?
What is stopping him or her from investing in it?
If your product or service could do anything for him or her what would he or she love it to
do?
If you asked him or her if your product or service could be anything what would it be?
Now you've built up a 3D representation of your ideal customer, why not find an image in a
magazine or online that represents him or her? Put it beside your computer and when you
write, always write to this ideal customer. This will give you and your team one clear, focused
and authentic voice to use over all communication channels; blog, email, website, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Facebook etc.
Better still, call a meeting and ask your sales and marketing team to create a profile for each
ideal customer for all your products and services.
The platform where your ideal customers are congregating on Pain Island is different for
every business. The platform for your business is any place you know your ideal customers
congregate online. It might be Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn, Google AdWords, PPC or
even groups, forums and websites all over the internet. Once you know where they are,
you’ve only got eight seconds of their attention before they go scrolling away from your post
or page.
Remember, you’re not the only boat in the harbor. Everyone is trying to grab their attention.
So what do you do with those valuable eight seconds? The most cost-effective thing to do is
encourage as many new leads onto your boat as possible.
You do this by offering them a free gift called a lead magnet.
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LEAD MAGNET

A lead magnet is a free digital gift that’s sent to the inbox of visitors to your website, social
media pages, blogs, vlogs and other content. It can be a checklist, cheat sheet, an eBook or
any other kind of pdf. It can be an audio recording such as an mp3, or it can be a video or a
webinar – anything that’s easy for your customers to digest and easy for you to create.
You’ll use the lead magnet to educate your leads so they can become informed buyers for the
products or services you offer. It must be something they would love to get their hands on
and they must perceive it as valuable and relevant to the problem they’re experiencing.
Not only will a lead magnet give you the opportunity to get hundreds of new leads onto your
boat, but it’s also a great way for you to showcase your authority and expertise and position
yourself as a thought leader in your sector.
Getting an email address is the equivalent of getting someone on your boat. The lead magnet
will help you get hundreds of new leads into your business (boat). You can then use the lead
magnet to convince them by educating them and proving to them that you’re the right boat
and you have the right product or service to get them to their Pleasure Island.
Keep your lead magnet simple. Start small. A one-page pdf is just as attractive to most
customers as a 100-page report. Bite-sized chunks that people can digest quickly will work
better than an extensive report that triggers the “I’ll look at this later” response and ends up
lost in their inbox or at the bottom of their to-do list.
My favorite lead magnets are simple short video’s, one-page PDFs, Infographics, Cheat
Sheets, and Checklists. They are simple to produce and work just as well as the more
complicated ones such as eBooks, video courses and webinars. Of course, different
businesses will have different customers with different needs. What’s most important is that
you create the right lead magnet for your audience.
No matter what sector you’re in, there’s a lead magnet that your customers would love to get.
I’ve created lead magnets and automated customer journeys for artists, craft butchers,
musicians, designers, heating oil companies, coaches, consultants, fitness instructors,
healthcare providers, insurance brokers, financial advisors, garages, hairdressers and multinational corporations.
Every business, including yours, has expertise that your customers would find valuable and
you can give away for free. Information that would position you as the authority in your
sector, so when your prospects are ready to buy, you’ll be their first choice.
This book is a lead magnet. It teaches business owners what they need to know in advance of
working with me. The contents of this book will save me hours of consultation time with
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busy business owners and it saves them a fortune in consultation fees. When we do work
together, we’re ready to move swiftly from the Communication Canvas into the Customer
Journey Canvas. This means they’ll have a lean, automated lead generation system to win
more customers set up and running fast.
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WHERE ARE THEY?

Now you’ve got a lead magnet, the next thing you want to do is get that lead magnet in front
of your potential customers. You know the customers you want to reach are all congregated
on that platform on Pain Island. This platform is different for every business and very often
there are lots of platforms where people congregate. For example, you’ll find them
congregating in Facebook groups and communities, hanging out on Twitter and in your
competitor’s LinkedIn network.
Grab their attention for a few moments with your heart felt marketing message and offer them
your free gift. All you have to do is to get their email address by telling them you’ll send the
free gift to their inbox. Voila! You have a new lead for your business.
Another massive mistake most business owners make is allowing their staff to get caught up
in the madness of posting on social media. Doing this is pointless because there is no way to
measure the effectiveness of posting if those posts aren’t sending visitors to your lead magnet.
Social media is a great way to attract highly qualified leads into your business, but it’s not
the place to sell.
Another mistake most business owners make is they waste valuable time using social media
as content consumers. Social media is pointless if you’re just scrolling through newsfeeds.
But when you have a lead magnet to offer your ideal customers, it’s much easier to become
a content creator instead of a content consumer. Every post your write, every picture and
video you share can send people towards your free digital gift.
When you adopt this approach, social media suddenly becomes a sophisticated business tool.
But there are some guidelines worth paying attention to.
Even though you’ve probably got a Facebook and Instagram page, LinkedIn, Twitter and a
Snapchat account and lots of followers, you don’t own the pages or the traffic on your social
media platforms. You borrow it.
Organic reach for posts and tweets is declining because the platforms are forcing businesses
to use paid-for advertising to improve their reach. Because the platforms are constantly
updating their terms of service, it’s hard to keep abreast of changes and many businesses are
getting penalized for breaking the rules. Getting your account closed down and losing the
audience you’ve built up over time can be a devastating blow to your business.
But you can use social media as a tool to collect the email addresses of the thousands of
potential customers that are on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube
or whatever platforms your business uses.
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Most business owners don’t realize that the most effective use of social media is finding and
targeting new leads and remarketing to existing ones. Facebook and other social media
platforms have thousands of your ideal clients logging in daily. Not only that, their highlysophisticated algorithms gather consumer data and insights. This means you can use these
platforms to advertise your lead magnet and reach the kind of customers you want to reach.
There are thousands of potential customers there, they see your business, but they don’t
engage with you. If you are lucky they’ll give you three seconds of their time before getting
distracted. But seriously what use is that? You’ll be lucky if they like your page, like your
post, add a comment or even share it. Even then, what does that action really achieve?
This is part of what I call social media madness. We put a lot of effort into getting a small
amount of attention only to be forgotten about in seconds. So how can you get your ideal
customers who are scrolling through posts to stop for a moment and pay attention to you?
How can you turn those few precious moments into something meaningful?
You could offer them entry into a competition and force them to like your page, comment
and share the post. However, this breaks Facebook's terms of service and your page can be
pulled down without warning. Anyway, ask yourself, what does this kind of practice really
achieve over the long term?
Sure, you’ll get a lot more page likes by using this rule-breaking tactic. But are they
representative of the kind of customers you want to reach? Or are they people who are only
interested in entering the competition and getting something for nothing?
If you engage in this common practice, you’ll discover that when you try and reach your
genuine page fans, your organic page reach will be really low. Furthermore, it will skew
Facebook’s highly sophisticated algorithm, and you'll end up targeting people that don’t
represent your true customers - competition fans, friends and family - rather than reaching
genuine potential customers. You’ll waste a lot of your advertising budget serving adverts to
the wrong sort of audience. It’s better to resist the temptation.
Instead, create a lead magnet and advertise it the right way through Facebook. Facebook will
use its sophisticated algorithms to meet one of two marketing objectives – to get a new lead
or to get a sale, if you set up your adverts with specific goals.
In the Customer Journey Canvas, you’ll be creating two thank you pages – a Lead Thank You
page and a Buyer Thank You page. These are two of the most important pages on your
website and yet most business owners don’t realize why.
You see, every time someone arrives at your Lead Thank You page, you’ve got a new lead.
Every time someone arrives at your Buyer Thank You page, you’ve got a new customer!
As an advertiser on Facebook, you have to tell Facebook to bring as many people to these
pages as possible. Because if you don’t give Facebook specific instructions it will send you
lots of traffic that clicks on links, but they won’t necessarily buy from you. When you set
your adverts up correctly, and tell Facebook you want them to bring traffic to these thank you
pages, Facebook will work to deliver your specific goals. Instead of paying for engagement,
shares and clicks you’ll be paying Facebook for new leads and new customers.
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Facebook will use its sophisticated algorithms to seek out the kind of people who are
genuinely interested in what you have on offer, who will click on the link to your lead magnet
and give you their email address or purchase your product or service. You’ll gather highly
qualified new leads and lots of new customers for your business.
Remember, you’ll find your buying audience on social media but people don’t busy from
social.
Social media is pointless if you don’t use it to acquire leads. Social media is a goldmine if
you use it for lead generation and to acquire new customers, but they won’t buy straight away.
You have to nurture the relationship first and that’s where email comes in.
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ENGAGE WITH EMAIL

Social media platforms and search engines are busy, noisy ports. It’s almost impossible to be
heard above the noise, distraction and confusion. Email is a much calmer environment and
it’s here that you can start to build a proper relationship with your prospects.
Once you’ve got their email address you can nurture that new prospect by creating an
automated email campaign. Well written emails are the perfect way for prospects to get
to know you, like you and trust you. Once they know, like and trust you, they are much more
likely to buy from you.
Most business owners believe email is a promotions tool. But it’s not. Email is a dating tool.
Building an email relationship with your prospects is similar to dating. When they give you
their email address, they opt into your email list. This is the dating equivalent of them giving
you their phone number. It doesn’t mean you should get down on one knee and propose
straight away. Nor does it suggest they want to marry you or commit to doing business with
you. You’ve simply been given a chance to start the process of convincing them that you’re
‘the one!’
Thus far, you’ve made a great first impression with your lead magnet. So don’t blow it by
coming on to them with a hard offer and risk the chance of rejection or being tossed into their
spam folder!
Instead, slowly and steadily win them over. Make every encounter they have with you
meaningful and memorable. Every time you write to them, give them a reason to click through
to your content. You want them to engage with you and you can do that by creating great
content for them.
Start an Email Nurturing Sequence
To continue to grow the relationship, the first email campaign you run is called the nurturing
sequence.
This is a series of five or six emails that are focused on nurturing new prospects and offering
them value rather than trying to push products. The content of the emails will help your leads
to get to know you and your business, like you for your value and integrity, and trust you with
their money.
If you make an offer before they know, like and trust you they are more likely to reject your
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offer, hit the spam button or unsubscribe from your list. Losing valuable leads in this way
can easily be avoided by treating the email relationship like a real relationship.
Write up a series of emails that tells your subscribers how you plan to treat the relationship
and how you intend to give them value. Once written, you can put them into an email
autoresponder. This means that every new prospect will get every email in the series
automatically and that each one will be personalized with his or her name. No matter what
time of the day or night someone finds your lead magnet, as soon as they submit their email
address, they will automatically receive their free gift, their details will go straight into your
email autoresponder and the engagement sequence will roll out on autopilot.
Steps in the Nurturing Sequence
You can start the nurturing sequence by asking your subscribers if they got your lead magnet.
Remind them of the key points in the free gift. Send them the link again.
In the next few emails, talk to them about their Pain Island pain-points or symptoms. Make
it clear that you understand exactly where they are right now. Offer them advice and provide
them with assistance on how they can manage the pain-points they’re experiencing.
Demonstrate your expertise by sharing comments and testimonials from happy customers
and quotes from industry experts. These will increase your social proof and help them realize
the benefits they’ll get from buying from you or working with you.
When the time is right, make it clear that the symptoms they’re experiencing are part of a
much deeper problem. Offer to provide them with a free solution. You can do this by inviting
them to a sales presentation or a webinar. At the end of it, invite them to book a 'strategy call'
with someone in your senior sales team (customer support specialist might sound better).
Once you have them on the phone, give great value and use a sophisticated sales questioning
technique to help highlight the gap between where they are now (Pain Island) and where they
want to go (Pleasure Island). Your products and services will naturally fill the gap.
Endless Leads
If you implement the Customer Journey system in this book, all the leads you currently collect
(or should be collecting) from online and offline sources will be automatically added to your
email lists.
The next time you have a stand at an Expo or conference, people will be able to submit their
email address into an iPad or Tablet fixed on a stand-alone unit. And by signing up, they’ll
automatically receive your free gift in their inbox.
Or if you prefer you can simply direct them to the web address of your lead magnet.
You’ll have noticed that I direct you to the lead magnet address in this book on a few
occasions so that I can begin to nurture a relationship with you!
http://www.resultsxo.com/canvas
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By adopting this strategy, you’ll be seen to be a highly efficient, fast acting business that’s
focused on customer value.
Plus, your email list will be compliant with data protection law because all your new
subscribers will automatically opt-in to receive emails from you in return for the free gift.
Your staff won’t have to waste valuable time manually inputting email addresses into your
customer relationship management system when you return to the office.
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CONTENT TO CONVERT

The next thing you’ll want to do is to create some conversion content. We call this conversion
content because it’s designed to turn your prospects into paying customers. Webinars, Master
Classes, Video Demonstrations, Sales Presentations all work well because you are inviting
your prospects to interact with the people behind your brand.
This content should educate your audience so when you offer your product or service at the
end of the webinar, they’re primed and ready to purchase from you.
Although these presentations are free they are perceived as highly valuable by your prospects
because they are focused on the needs of your customers. They don’t push products and
services, instead they pull people toward your products and services. They inspire people to
do business with you.
When done right, your conversion content will do three very important things:
1. Break through limiting beliefs that might stop them from purchasing your product or
service.
2. Obliterate any objections they might have to making a purchase.
3. Reverse the risks of purchasing by offering benefits like VIP customer support, try
before you buy, satisfaction guarantees etc.
When you get the mix just right, you’ll discover you can convert more people than you could
by advertising alone.
In many ways, webinars or video promotions are like sophisticated sales pages. There are a
lot of elements that you must have in place to prime a high percentage of your audience to
purchase.
Likewise, you’ll need content that engages all kinds of buyers. The key message or reason
why people should purchase your product or service will have to resonate throughout the full
presentation.
This message will have to be repeated seven different times in seven different ways to engage
the two main kinds of buyers;
Impulse buyers respond well to strong headlines that tell the story – powerful images,
drawings, stories and metaphors.
Analytical buyers enjoy facts, figures and statistics, charts, graphs and evidence in the form
of testimonials or social proof from industry experts.
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Your authority and expertise will be unquestionable because you can clearly communicate to
them that you understand their pain, the symptoms they suffer from and exactly what benefits
they can expect to get by going on the customer journey with you to Pleasure Island.
To create a great presentation and a great sales page, there are some questions to consider:
What is the key message you want to convey about your product or service?
What are the massive benefits buyers will get (you know this from your Pleasure Island
insights). Gather this information into a strong headline and a bulleted or numbered list.
Why do they need to purchase your product or service? This is where you describe the real
problem; the underlying issue your product or service solves and you differentiate your
product from your competition. For example, you might wish to highlight how other solutions
only work on the symptoms. Explain how your solution gets to the source of the real problem
and provides a long and lasting solution.
Give a practical example or a case study of how it worked for a recent client.
Communicate your guarantee and reverse the risks associated with purchasing.
Add social proof – authority logos, testimonials or quotes work well. Who are you proud to
be associated with? What do your industry experts have to say about your products, services
or your customer support? Back up your claims with some facts and figures.
Create a unique call to action. This is a direct request from you to your audience to purchase
your product or service. Tell them to click on a link to complete the purchase.
Explain how the product or service will be delivered and what they can expect to happen the
moment they make the purchase.
Talk about the cost of not taking action; what is the actual cost of staying stuck? Use tables
or figures to explain the negative effect non-action has. This cost might be financial or might
be a time or emotional cost such as being unhappy, frustrated or stressed.
Encourage them to imagine the benefits and how great they will feel when they get the results
they want.
At the end of the presentation, you’ll ask them for the sale by making an irresistible offer.
This is an offer that’s almost impossible to resist because you’ve already broken through
limiting beliefs, obliterated objections and reversed the risk of purchase.
When it comes to selling, you have two choices. Either send them to a sales page if you think
they’re ready to purchase or offer them a strategy session. This is additional personal support
if they still need some reassurance before making a purchase. You’ll know which option is
right for your business.
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DON’T PUSH, PULL

Most business owners make the mistake of trying to push or sell high-ticket products and
services from sales pages on their website. While that may work in some instances, it’s not
the most effective strategy for expensive purchases.
In today's highly competitive world of consumer choice, the business that offers to help
customers before they become customers is the one most likely to close the sale. Therefore,
if you want to be the business that closes the most sales, avoid pushing your products and
services through old fashioned selling methods. Instead, pull your potential customers
towards the next step.
The Strategy Session is an opportunity you offer to warm prospects to get further assistance
from you before they buy. Some businesses like to call it a discovery session or a clarity call
or a strategy session. Call it whatever you think is appropriate for your sector.
The important thing to remember is it’s a highly-sophisticated way to encourage your
prospects to book themselves in for an appointment with your sales team. Mostly these are
conducted by phone or Skype, but you can also hold them in-person.
The overall objective of the session is to help them make the decision to buy from you.
Although it’s a sales call, it’s much better if you consider it an opportunity to help your
prospects discover exactly what action they need to take to get the results they want.
And you know exactly what they want. They want to get from Pain Island to Pleasure Island
and reap all the benefits that await them. Benefits that you have clearly mapped out to
encourage them to go on the customer journey with you.
Clearly describe the value they will get by booking this time-limited and highly valuable
session. When they click on the link, they will be taken to an automated appointment booking
page. Use the appointment booking page to explain exactly what value they will get from the
session.
Here’s how I pitch mine:
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STRATEGY SESSION WITH SUSAN WALLACE
For a limited time only, Susan is offering a free strategy session to help business
owners figure out how to turn clicks into customers.
We will work together to help you:
1. Gain a crystal clear understanding of the actions you need to take to start
releasing endless equity from your online channels.
2. Uncover any hidden obstacles that might be sabotaging your marketing
and sales tactics.
3. Leave the call with a step-by-step action plan so you can get endless
leads, easy conversions and rapid growth from your marketing strategy.
This high-value session usually costs €350 but a limited number of sessions are
available for webinar attendees.
Reserve your place immediately as places usually get booked within hours.
Call Susan on 086 343 2992 or email susan@resultsxo.com

When visitors click on the ‘book now’ link, they’re taken to an automated appointment
booking page where they choose a date and fill out a short form. New appointment
notifications are then automatically sent to your senior sales agents.
All your sales agent has to do is show up for the appointment and do what they do best –
convert prospects into paying customers.
This means your sales team will be able to spend their time converting warm leads into
customers rather than wasting their valuable time chasing cold leads and cold calling.
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Summary
You now have the deep customer insights you need to take your customers on the customer
journey by creating a six-page sales pipeline.
People start the journey by visiting your website, consuming your content (blogs, videos,
eBooks, articles etc.) or engaging with your business on social media. You’ll make that
connection meaningful by stepping in with a free digital gift. This is something they would
love to get their hands on.
In addition to giving them what they need, you’ll use the lead magnet as a way to educate
your audience, so they become informed buyers who see the benefits of doing business with
you.
In return for the free gift, you get their email address. That visitor is now a new lead and you
can nurture that relationship in the calmer environment of email. When the time is right,
you’ll invite them to consume some conversion content – this is designed to convert leads
into customers. Typical conversion content includes webinars, videos or sales pages.
Conversion content does three things:
•
•
•

Breaks through limiting beliefs that stop people from purchasing your products or
services.
Obliterates objections that cause customers to say no.
Reverses the risk of purchasing with a guarantees and support that reduces the risk of
regret.

The conversion content also invites your audience to purchase your products. They are given
two options:
1. Buy direct from your sales page.
2. Book a strategy session with one of your sales team.
If they opt for the strategy session, they fill in a short form and a new appointment is
automatically generated for you or your sales team.
This online journey can be automated to generate new leads 24/7, 365 days a year. The only
thing you or your sales team have to do is show up for the strategy session.
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PART 2: THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS
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THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS
There are six sales pages and four sales processes in the Customer Journey Canvas. The
customer insights you’ve already developed in the Communication Canvas will help you get
these pages and processes up and running fast.
The great news is that most of the Customer Journey Canvas can be automated. When you
automate the customer journey people take from being visitors of your online platforms or
consumers of your content to becoming customers, you’ll have a cost-effective, fool proof
way to get 1,000’s of new leads 100 times faster and at a fraction of the cost of other lead
generation methods.
Let’s take a closer look at the six web pages you’ll need in your online sales funnel.
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SIX ESSENTIAL WEB PAGES
PAGE 1: LANDING PAGE FOR YOUR LEAD MAGNET
A lead magnet is a free digital gift you give your potential customers in return for getting
their email address. Promote the offer on a simple landing web page. This is a distraction free
web-page that promotes your lead magnet.
What this means is that everything on the page is optimized to do just one thing – collect
email addresses of potential customers.
This is where they psychology that underpins good copywriting becomes evident. Optimize
every word on the page to direct visitors towards submitting their details.
Keep the text on the page short and to the point. Speak only of the benefits they’ll get by
downloading the free gift. There’s only one thing for visitors to do on this page – simply
enter their name and email address. That’s why it’s called a distraction free page.
Take a look at my lead magnet page. Notice how the headline is written, how the page is
focused on benefits and how I double incentivize people to sign-up through a very short video
presentation with a clear call to action – sign-up now!
You’ll notice the URL (web address) for my lead magnet is short, it’s just /canvas.
http://www.resultsxo.com/canvas
I suggest you keep your short too. This will make it much easier to send people to your lead
magnet page when you are speaking at a conference, or on a podcast or in any place where
your ideal customers congregate. When you’re speaking to your audience you can tell them
to take out their phones and go to your lead magnet at www.resultsxo.com/canvas
You can also offer the lead magnet offline through your printed materials such as brochures,
business cards and printed advertisements. You can also offer the lead magnet by placing an
iPad stand in high footfall areas such as your retail outlets, showrooms, exhibitions,
conferences and tradeshows
You can advertise the URL on all your social media platforms. Every time you write a post,
record a video or are mentioned online, you can have the link to your lead magnet displayed
so you need never lose another lead again.
When I’m creating an automated customer journey for business owners, I use a SALES
acronym (Social Acquires Leads, Email Sells). Don’t try and sell from your social media
accounts, instead offer the free gift and get email subscribers instead. People aren’t in buying
mode when they’re being social, but they are always happy to get something they want for
free.
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PAGE 2: LEAD THANK YOU PAGE
Best practice lead generation is focused on getting as many qualified prospects (visitors) to a
lead thank you page as possible. The Lead Thank You page is set-up to open automatically
when someone signs up for your free gift. Every time it opens on your website it means
you’ve got a new lead and a potential new customer.
This page provides essential analytical data to determine essential analytics information such
as the cost per lead and the cost per customer when you’re paying for advertising.
You’ll use this page as an advertising goals when you create social media adverts, by using
the URL of this page, the algorithms on the various platforms know exactly what your
advertising objectives are.
You’ll also use this page in Google Analytics to measure the effectiveness of your marketing
and promotional activities. This is an exceptionally important page for back-end analytics.
But the page itself looks quite simple. When visitors arrive at this page, it simply thanks them
for signing up for your free gift. Showing your appreciation to people is a powerful way to
start a relationship and the thank you page does just that. It shows you value and appreciate
your potential new customers. It harnesses the power of the Positive Psychology principle
of gratitude.
Saying thank you is the start of creating brand loyalty before people have even purchased
from you.
You can also use the lead thank you page to remind prospects to
1. Check their email to get access the link and to download their free gift and
2. Let people know they have got the free gift by sharing it on social media.
3. Or invite them to like your page on Facebook or on Instagram or connect with you on
LinkedIn or your preferred social media platform.
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PAGE 3: WEBINAR PAGE
So now you’ve got their email address you can invite them to a webinar and start the process
of turning your prospects into customers.
If webinars aren’t the right format for your business, you could offer a Master Class, an
educational video or a sales presentation. Regardless of what you call it or what medium you
use, it will serve the same purpose – educate people and encourage them to do business with
you.
One of the most powerful reasons for creating a webinar is because people do business with
other people. Your customers aren’t just buying products or services. They’re buying because
of the interactions they’ve had with the people in your business. A webinar is an opportunity
to allow the people behind your brand to shine.
Use the webinar to give great value to your audience. Focus on delivering fantastic content
rather than trying to sell. To get the highest number of new buyers, your content should do
three things during the webinar:
#1: Dissolve the limiting beliefs that stop people from purchasing your product
Your potential customers have reasons why they’re reluctant to purchase your products or
services. The customer insights you developed in the Customer Communication Canvas will
help you recognize these reasons. You will also develop further insights when you speak with
them on the Strategy Session.
Usually there is a mindset shift that needs to take place before people become ready to take
the next step and buy. To help create that mindset shift, ask yourself, what do your potential
customers need to know and believe before they’ll invest in you?
Use the webinar to help remove those limiting beliefs and create empowering beliefs
associated with your product or service instead.
#2: Obliterate common objections and demonstrate how well your product or service
works
Some businesses use the frequently asked questions section to answer objections, but the best
place to answer them is directly after you’ve asked people to purchase your product or
service. Here’s an example of how you can obliterate common objections:
“Now you’re probably thinking that implementing the steps in the Customer Journey Canvas
will be difficult and you might be right, if you don’t have a coach to show you exactly what
to do. Recently I was working with an entrepreneur called Mari and she had no technical
skills whatsoever. She now has her customer journey fully automated and bringing in new
leads every day.”
Find all the common objections and answer them with a ‘you’re probably thinking’ statement.
You’ll quickly breakthrough the barriers to sale if you demonstrate how your product or
service works and show that you are actively doing to obliterate worries. Here’s another
example:
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“You’re probably thinking that if you purchase the Customer Journey Course you’ll be left
to do it all on your own. But that’s not the case. I offer 24-hour technical support and an
additional done-for-you service so, if you find yourself stuck, you’ve got help on hand.”
#3: Do everything you can to reverse the risk of purchase
The psychology of change tells us that people don’t like getting out of their comfort zone,
even if change is beneficial for them. As business owners we want to make it as easy as
possible for people to say yes!
Even though people use emotional reasons to buy, we still have to satisfy the logical part of
the buyer’s mind.
People worry by using ‘what if’ statements. What if it isn’t right for me? What if I can’t use
it? What if I change my mind? The more we’re able to reverse the risks associated with
making a purchase, the more people will buy from us.
For example, you can offer money back guarantees, satisfaction guarantees, payment plans,
a trial period, extended warranties, technical support or advanced customer care. You can
take the time to explain why your service is superior and highlight the support you offer to
your customers.
Not everyone will buy directly from a webinar, especially if the content hasn’t been designed
to optimize for conversions. Without a doubt, psychology underpins our ability to create a
webinar that is filled with the kind of content to appeal to all of the different kinds of buyers
and their unique ways of making buying decisions.
It’s easy to create a webinar or a sales presentation but to create on that maximizes the number
of conversions requires a deep understanding of how and why people buy. For webinars to
be highly effective, this psychology should underpin the design and the delivery of all your
sales presentations.
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PAGE 4: STRATEGY SESSION BOOKING PAGE
It’s not always the best idea to sell your product packages or services from a sales page at the
end of a webinar – especially if they have a price tag above €2,000. Sometimes it’s better to
offer people the next step and instead encourage people book them in for an appointment with
you or your sales team for a Strategy Session.
Personally, I prefer the Strategy Session because it gives me an opportunity to connect with
potential customers, get to know them, gather business intelligence and make sure the
consultancy service I offer is a good fit for what they want.
But it’s not just about what I gain from the call. It also gives prospects the opportunity to
connect with me personally and draw upon my knowledge and the expertise I have
demonstrated in my lead magnet and my webinar.
Here’s a description of the Strategy Session I offer. You can modify it to suit the service
package you offer.
“For a limited time only, you can sign-up for complementary strategy session with our
customer support team or in-house expert to help you [name result you offer].
This is a thirty-minute session we offer by phone or by Skype to help you do three things.
1. Uncover any hidden obstacles that might be sabotaging your success
2. Discover any opportunities that you might be missing out on
3. Make sure you leave the call with a step-by-step action plan so you can [name the
result you offer].
These sessions usually cost €250 but because you attended the webinar you can book one
free of charge. Remember to reserve your place immediately as places usually get booked
within hours.”
The time to offer the Strategy Session is towards the end of the webinar. You can also place
it on the sales page and put a link to it in the emails you send to webinar attendees after the
event.
Setting it up is really quite simple. All you have to do is put a call-to-action button below the
webinar video, or on the sales page or in the emails you send after the webinar. Clicking on
the button will open up an automated appointment booking page in a third-party application.
Applicants can choose the time and date they want and complete a short form. Once they
click on the submit button, the new appointment is sent directly to you or your sales team
calendar automatically.
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PAGE 5: SALES PAGE
You can offer prospects the opportunity to purchase your product packages or services from
the webinar by sending them to your sales page. A sales page is less about selling and more
about helping people make the decision to buy from you.
To create a sales page that converts the most visitors into customers, revisit the Customer
Communication Canvas. What is the Pleasure Island result your product or service offers?
What are the big benefits people will get by investing with you?
Remember, there are two kinds of buyers; first, we have impulse buyers. When they’re
reading a sales page, they respond best to strong headlines that tell the story as they scroll
down. They like images that convey emotion.
Then we have analytical readers, who feel more comfortable reading facts, seeing how the
numbers add up, statistics, charts, graphs and evidence of effectiveness. They buy for
emotional reasons, but their analytical brain must also be satisfied. When your sales page
communicates well with both kinds of buyers, you’ll maximize the number of new customers
you can get from online selling.
But there’s more to it than that. People absorb information in four different ways. Some
people like watching, others like to think things through, others like to get stuck in and just
do it, and others just like to watch. Each learning type will have specific criteria they need
to satisfy before they purchase.
Therefore your sales page will need to appeal to them all by giving the reasons why potential
customers should buy from you. You also need to give the facts, what they will get. Explain
how it will be delivered and also teach with what ifs examples.
To ensure you influence and connect with the most amount of people and to convert them
into paying customers you’ll also need to make sure the key message about your service is
communicated in seven different ways on your sales page.
The psychology behind priming a purchase might sound very complicated, but I make it super
easy for the business owners I work with by providing them with custom created fill-in-theblanks templates to make sure they don’t leave any buyers needs unmet on their sales pages.
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PAGE 6: BUYER THANK YOU PAGE
Just like the Lead Thank You page, the Buyer Thank You page is essential to help you
measure the effectiveness of all the online activities carried out by you, your staff or the
digital marketing agency you hire.
When you put the URL of your Lead Thank You and Buyer Thank You pages into Google
Analytics or other analytic platforms, you’ll be able to calculate how many leads and webinar
attendees become customers.
You’ll be able to tell how much it costs you to get a new lead and how much it costs you to
get a new customer. This will help you control your advertising spend and figure out exactly
what’s working and what isn’t.
The Buyer Thank You page is programmed to open every time a new customer is created.
Not only is it providing you with essential analytical data to determine the cost per lead and
cost per customer, it also creates goodwill. By simply saying thank you to your new
customers you’re showing your appreciation for new business.
You can extend that appreciation by using the page to offer onboarding support and provide
them with customer service information they need to get the most from your product or
service. This page is also a good place to offer additional extras in the form of cross-sell and
down sell purchases such as related products or additional support or warranties.
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FOUR PROCESSES THAT INCREASE SALES, CUSTOMER
LIFETIME VALUE AND PROFITABILITY
PROCESS 1: EMAIL AUTOMATION
If social acquires leads, email starts the process of selling. In your email service provider,
you can create two automated email campaigns. Both are designed to convert as many leads
into new customers as possible.
The first sequence is the email nurturing sequence. This is the email campaign you create
when people sign up for your free digital gift. It’s a sequence of three to five emails that
nurture the new relationship by giving great value to your email subscribers.
The key is to create content in the emails they want to read. Make sure your subscribers look
forward to the next email and always have something worth clicking through to your website
for. A good nurturing sequence will get your email subscribers accustomed to clicking
through to content and offers on your website.
Email presents a great opportunity to help potential customers get to know you, like you and
trust you. When they know, like and trust you, they will buy from you.
The second sequence is the email engagement sequence. This is the email campaign you send
after you’ve invited your subscribers to a webinar or a sales presentation to increase
conversion rates. The focus will be on educating people so they say yes to your offer.
You can use the emails you send to introduce case studies based on customer experiences,
testimonials and social proof from industry experts.
You can remind your prospects of the benefits and highlight how you there are very little
risks associated with purchasing your products or services because of your 100% satisfaction
guarantee or other offer that reverses the risks of purchase.
A lot of the content in the engagement sequence will be similar to the content in the webinar,
but it will be served as brief reminders of what they will get. Every email will also have a
strong call to action (such as a ‘buy now’ button) that encourages them to make the purchase.
Revenue Generating Emails
Email marketing is one of the most effective ways to convert leads into customers. When you
place a post on social media you get eight seconds of your audience's attention before they
move on to another post. Social media isn't the place for deep engagement. Email is.
Email is one of the most effective ways to connect with your audience and hold their attention
long enough to build a relationship. It’s a calmer, quieter environment than the crowded,
cluttered and distraction-filled environment of Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram or
even Snapchat.
The other benefit of email marketing is you own the traffic in your email list. You don’t have
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to pay to promote your products or services through email. Plus, you can automate the emails
you send to subscribers. This means you’ll spend a lot less time in front of your computer
and a lot more time delivering value to your customers and making more sales.
Use social to acquire leads and use email to sell. But don't try and sell your products
straight away. Take the time to get to know your potential customers. Give them the
opportunity to get to know, like and trust you.
Remember to always provide value to potential customers when you send emails.
Asking them to buy your product is like asking someone to marry you after you’ve
just got their contact details. It’s a big no-no and a massive turn off!
If they look forward to getting emails from you because they enjoy the content and
get value from them, it’s just a matter of time before they buy from you.
Establish the gap between where they are now and where they want to be. Provide the
solution to them for free in the form of a free Strategy Call with one of your senior
sales team.
When they’re on your boat (on your email list) you can take them on the customer
journey from being a lead (person on Pain Island), to becoming a prospect (person on
your boat) to becoming a loyal customer (person on Pleasure Island).
Once all your online communication channels are offering a great free gift to your ideal
customers, you'll have an automated sales pipeline working 24/7, 365 days a year.
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PROCESS 2: SALES CONVERSATION
Ok, so you have people on your email list and they still haven’t bought from you, yet. Then
the next step will be to invite them to a free strategy session. This is where you have a sales
conversation with them – although you won’t really call it that.
Although it is a sales call it’s much more than that. It’s also a carefully developed and well
scripted conversation that uses human relationship psychology to gather business intelligence
and turn the insights that develop from that intelligence into new customers.
The key to a good strategy session is to script out the session in advance and to inform your
prospect that you have a process that you like to take people through. You’re going to give
great value to people on this call and you’re going to deliver on the three things you promised.
Here’s a reminder:
1. Uncover any hidden obstacles that might be sabotaging your success
2. Discover any opportunities that you might be missing out on
3. Make sure you leave the call with a step-by-step action plan so you can [name the
result you offer].
Use questioning techniques to highlight the gap between where they are now (Pain Island)
and where they want to go. Reassure your customer with positive statements that you’re the
right business to take them to where they want to go.
Get to know what result they are personally hoping to get. Gather insights on what products
or services they have used before and what worked and what didn’t. Subtly gather competitor
intelligence.
If your prospect isn’t buying and they ‘need to think about it’, go ahead and ask them, what
does your service or product package needs to be and do for that individual customer to say
yes?
You can then use an ‘if’ and ‘then’ clause to help close the sale. If I could guarantee that
twelve weeks from now you would be getting new leads daily and you were recognized as
the leader in your field, would you then purchase this package?
On the call, give great value. I have a sales process that uses the psychology of priming to
encourage people to buy for all the right reasons. It’s about encouraging people to make a
commitment – not to you or to your business – but to make a commitment to themselves to
take action and to finally get the results they want by working with the person that has been
there to help them every step of the way, and that person is you!
I modify this process so it’s a perfect fit for the businesses owners I work with. The following
is an overview of some of the essential elements.
Remember Pain Island and Pleasure Island? The key to closing is to ask the right questions.
Ask questions to help them become clear on where they are now (stuck on Pain Island and
suffering) and where they want to be (Pleasure Island enjoying benefits). Highlight that gap
and then explain how your product or service will close that gap.
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Ask potential customers what is the price they are paying by not taking action. This cost is
different for every person and more often than not, it goes beyond the obvious – emotional,
professional, personal, financial reasons and can have serious repercussions for health,
relationships, family and long-term success.
The other thing that happens during closing is that most business owners end up having to
compete on price. Now, if you have to offer a discount as a goodwill gesture or to meet your
competitors lower price then it’s important to negotiate and get something in return for that
discount on price. Often the best thing to do is to ask for a referral or an introduction.
There is a psychological process to asking for a referral. Making sure you ask for it at just
the right time, in the right way and in the right place is key to maximizing referrals and
introductions.
If the products or services you offer have a price-point of €2,000+, always ask for an
introduction instead of a referral. An introduction is a much more personal, face-to-face
interaction between a happy customer, you and potential new one.
Always be generous to your customers who refer new business to you. This will encourage
existing customers to become brand advocates. Furthermore, word-of-mouth is still the most
powerful form of advertising and it will drastically reduce your need to spend money on
advertising.
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PROCESS 3: CREATE REMARKETING CAMPAIGNS BY ANALYZING BACKEND DATA
Once you have been shown how, you can easily create segmented email lists for different
categories of people on your email list. For example, you can create a list of people who
purchased your products – buyers. You can also create a list of people who watched your
webinar, or who came close to purchasing your products but who abandoned their cart. By
segmenting your email list, you can reach hundreds and thousands of similar people through
Facebook. The process of doing this is called remarketing or retargeting.
Remarketing is a way to keep your product front of mind. It will build your authority and
show that you’re a leader in your field, thus building social proof.
The way to do this is to create what is called a custom audience. Upload the email addresses
of your prospects who watched your webinar or who almost purchased your product and then
abandoned their shopping cart into your Facebook Manager account.
Use this data to create a custom audience. Next, create a sponsored post and ask Facebook to
show that sponsored post (advert) to your custom audience. Typically, the sponsored post
will remind them of the benefits of your product or service. Add a call-to-action and some
kind of incentive to encourage them to complete their purchase.
Facebook is a highly-sophisticated lead generation tool that can also help you reach people
who are just like your buyers. For example, you can upload the email addresses of people
who have bought from you to create what Facebook calls lookalike audiences. This is an
audience that looks like your buyers and meet criteria that you decide on, such as geographical
location, demographics such as age, interests or job title.
Facebook has access to billions of data points on all their users and their complex algorithms
will put your business in front of people who look like (in other words behave like) your
buyers.
This means that for a very small cost you can find hundreds and thousands of new customers
through Facebook.
Instead of the scatter gun approach of finding new enquiries and new customers by
advertising using traditional methods, you now have a way to target people who look like
your ideal clients and people who look like and act like the people who buy from you.
Facebook is one of the most effective ways to reach new customers, but most business owners
struggle to make it work because they don’t understand how to set their ads up correctly.
Without proper training, Facebook advertising can be a costly waste of time and money, but
when it’s done right, Facebook ads are one of the most effective ways to grow and scale your
business fast.
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PROCESS 4: CREATE A VALUE LADDER
Create a value ladder with different price points for your products so reluctant leads can
become customers at lower price points. The higher up the value ladder customers go, the
more they pay and the more value they receive.
Did you know that the top 2% of highly successful business owners appreciate the importance
of having a value ladder?
But most SME’s don’t even have a value ladder. A value ladder is how a business converts
one-time customers into lifetime customers and extends the customer lifetime value.
The further up the value ladder your customers climb the more they invest in your business
and the more support and service they get from you. The lead magnet you create is the first
step on your value ladder.
Email marketing is a long-term sales strategy that can encourage prospects and customers to
ascend your value ladder. But most SME’s don’t have a clearly defined value ladder and
don’t have a clearly defined customer journey to take their clients from being a prospect to
becoming a life-long customer.
Offering choices will encourage your ideal customers to climb your value ladder. When we’re
faced with choices we have a tendency to go for the option that most closely suits our needs
rather than just saying 'no'.
Dentists tend to be very good at using value ladders. Here’s the story of how I climbed my
dentist's value ladder and ended up with braces (product) and a confident smile (Pleasure
Island benefit).
My local dentist was offering a free dental check-up, so I took advantage of the offer and
booked an appointment. During the check-up, he told me my teeth were suffering from plaque
build-up (Pain Island pain-point).
He explained how having the plaque removed would help prevent gum disease and make my
mouth feel cleaner and fresher (Pleasure Island benefit). I booked an appointment to have
my teeth cleaned for €50.
When I was having my teeth cleaned, he asked me if I smoked. I told him I didn’t. He asked
me if I drank coffee or tea. I said 'yes'.
He commented on the staining and the yellow color of my lower teeth (Pain Island painpoint). He suggested a course of teeth whitening and explained the cosmetic benefits of
having a brighter smile (Pleasure Island benefit).
I took him up on the offer and booked myself in for a whitening treatment. During the
cosmetic whitening treatment, he said it appeared that I had decay in one of my molars. He
asked me if I was sensitive to hot and cold drinks (Pain Island symptom). I told him I was, so
he took an x-ray of my mouth.
He said that I needed a filling. He pointed out that if I didn't do something about it now it
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would cause bad breath (Pain Island pain-point). More importantly, he said it was likely to
cause decay in the tooth beside it and eventually both would have to be removed or filled
(Pain Island pain-point).
He said that making the effort now would ensure that I would have healthy teeth for years to
come (Pleasure Island benefit). He also suggested I should choose a white filling (upsell) so
that it would be invisible when I smiled or laughed out loud (Pleasure Island benefit).
While I was having my tooth filled he asked me if I had ever worn braces? I said 'no'.
He explained how my teeth were moving and he asked me how long they had been crooked.
He told me about a patient who came to him recently who was reluctant to smile because of
her crooked teeth (Pain Island pain-point).
He explained how getting her teeth straightened had helped her become a lot more confident
and happier in herself (Pleasure Island benefit).
At no time did he talk about the features of the braces, or the process of having them fitted
(just as well, it took 18 months and half of that time I spoke with a lisp - not great if you make
training videos for a living!)
Instead, he continued to discuss the benefits of having straight teeth, including feeling more
confident making work presentations, having a lovely smile and a more professional look
(Pleasure Island benefit.).
Those benefits were very appealing to me on many levels. He referred me to an orthodontist
and booked me in for a check-up six months later.
Result!
His lead magnet (the offer of a free check-up) ended up with me paying a hefty bill. I bought
into the value ladder, not because of the features of having braces (ugh) but because the
Pleasure Island benefits I would get from going on this journey.
I bought-in on the benefits: a confident smile, greater contentment and happiness with the
way I would look.
Free checkup €0
Teeth cleaning €50
Teeth whitening €60
X-ray and white filling €160
Braces €4,400
6-month checkup €50
Total cost of the free check-up: €4,720
Ask yourself what value ladder can you create for you customers?
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BOTTOM LINE QUESTIONS
Before considering investing in the Customer Journey Canvas there are some questions you
need to ask:
How much time does your secretary spend inputting email addresses into your email
database after conferences or expos?
How much time do your staff spend trying to increase engagement on social media?
How many leads are lost because you don’t have a web page for your lead magnet to
send your audience to when you are speaking at networking events, trade shows,
exhibitions and conferences?
How many times have you handed out your business card only to never hear from that
contact again, when you could have given them the free gift there and then and let
your expertise shine through your lead magnet instead of a piece of card that is lying
in the bottom of a drawer?
What about your receptionist, accountant and all the other non-sales staff in your
business? How much extra business would you pick up if they were in a position to
offer your free gift to the people they interact with both in work and at networking
events?
How many times has someone on your sales team lost a lead because they didn’t have
a lead magnet to drive prospective clients into your sales funnel?
How much time does your sales team spend chasing cold leads when they could be
spending their time converting warm leads into customers and delivering value to
existing customers?
When you implement the Automated Customer Journey, all the above problems will be
solved. You’ll have an automated sales pipeline collecting non-stop leads, nurturing
prospects and selling your products and services 24/7.
Because most of the Customer Journey Canvas can be fully automated, once it’s up and
running it requires little or no maintenance. It will work seamlessly 365 days a year, even
when your office is closed and your sales team are on holiday.
All you (or your sales team) have to do is show up for strategy sessions and close the sales if
prospects don’t buy from your webinar and sales pages.
Next, put the URL of your lead magnet on every single communication platform. You’ll get
thousands of new email subscribers and prospects from all your online communication
networks - your website, social media platforms, blog, email and pay-per-click advertising.
Even offline communications such as iPads and tablets, printed media, newspaper and press
advertisements, exhibition spaces, conferences, expos and trade-shows will help you get
hundreds of new leads.
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KEY RECOMENDATIONS
You are now armed with the knowledge you need to start creating a cost effective, easy to
create, lean sales pipeline that works automatically. The next thing to do is to put it all into
action. There are two things I’d like you to consider doing for your business:
1.
2.

Bring Lead Generation back in-house
Appoint an In House Chief Growth Officer

RECOMMENDATION #1: BRING LEAD GENERATION HOME
One of the biggest growth mistakes that most business owners make is outsourcing the
process of lead generation and hiring digital marketing agencies to create their sales pipeline.
The reason most business owners do this is because they think the process of creating the few
web pages in the Customer Journey Canvas is difficult and requires specialist web
development skills. But it doesn’t.
They think that connecting those pages to sales appointment software and to an email
autoresponder service is highly technical, difficult to understand and very expensive to do inhouse. This is simply not the case.
The difficult part is getting the copy – the written text and the content right so that it uses the
psychology of sales to prime people to buy. That’s where the true skill lies and the best person
to develop that content is you! There is no digital marketing agency that knows and
understands your customers as well as you do.
You can rest assured, the system I’ve described in this book is simple to learn, easy to
replicate, easy to scale and very easy to maintain. In fact, it’s evergreen. Which means once
you’ve created it, it will work 24/7, 365 days a year with little or no maintenance. It won’t
become dated and every time someone signs-up, the content will appear fresh and relevant.
The system will cost you very little to set-up and to maintain regardless of how big or small
your organization is.
The learning curve of trying to implement a system like this can be time consuming and costly
IF you don’t have a guide to smooth the way for you. But I make it extremely easy for SME’s
to implement a system like this because I will be there with you every step of the way.
But even if you decide to go ahead and implement this system yourself, one thing is certain,
the cost of implementing a system like this will be a fraction of the cost of paying a digital
marketing agency to do it for you. But it might take you a lot longer to do it yourself if you
don’t have an experienced guide to help you navigate your way through the treacherous
waters of technology, copy writing, design and message development.
There are many compelling reasons why you should resist the temptation to outsource the
function of lead generation in your business:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A marketing agency won’t have the passion or genuine interest in your business that
you do.
They will grossly overcharge you to design a system like the one described in this
book.
You won’t gain the knowledge that comes from learning what works and what
doesn’t.
You’ll miss out on the opportunity of building a meaningful relationship with
potential customers and getting to know what they really want.
When you want to change your lead magnet or alter a sales page you’ll have to pay
them again.
You won’t get the opportunity to look at the back-end of the system to see what’s
working and what needs to be tweaked and changed to optimize your conversion rate.
You won’t have the opportunity to learn just how simple this system is to replicate
and maintain.
They will probably assign a junior member of their team to handle your account.

RECOMMENDATION #2: APPOINT A CHIEF GROWTH OFFICER
There is one final massive growth mistake that most business owners make. They don't
promote someone in their business to the position of Chief Growth Officer (well you can call
them what you want but that’s what they will be!)
When someone in-house is given the responsibility of managing your lead generation and
sales pipeline, you take back control of one of your most important business assets: business
growth intelligence.
When that person reports back to you directly, you’ll become the expert on your leads and
your customers. Having that level of business intelligence in-house is the key to long-term
survival and business growth.
Therefore, I recommend you promote someone in your business to the position of Chief
Growth Officer. Someone who has an interest in Social Media and digital technology is
perfect for the role. Anyone who is interested in design or is comfortable using Microsoft
Word, PowerPoint or Excel will have the skill level required
They don’t need to have web-coding or website design skills or other technical skills. If you
send them to me for training, they can learn everything they need to know on the Customer
Journey Course.
In just a few weeks from now, you’ll have a lead generation and sales conversion system
running on autopilot 24/7, 365 days a year.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY COURSE
This training is for SME’s who want an automated, lean, lead generation and sales pipeline
that can help them get endless leads, make easier conversions and achieve rapid growth.
It provides an affordable, easy-to-replicate solution to outsourcing to marketing agencies.
This system is perfect if you want to promote someone in-house to the position of Chief
Growth Officer.
This course is perfect for business owners who want to make sure they are clearly
communicating their value and unique selling points to customers.
Taking this course will ensure you have all the copy ready for your lead magnet, sales
presentation or webinar, strategy session and value ladder.
To get the technical aspects of the Customer Journey Canvas implemented and working in
your business, there are two training options:
A member of your team can join the Customer Journey Course or we can run an in-house
consultancy service.
On the course, you’ll learn everything you need to know to successfully create the six web
pages and the four sales processes on the Customer Journey Canvas.
At the end of the course, you’ll have a low cost and scalable in-house lead generation engine
that drives highly qualified prospects to your internal sales team for conversion to paying
customers.
Plus, you’ll have a sophisticated but easy to manage system to convert more leads into
customers through retargeting and perpetual referral.
In addition to getting the Customer Journey system set up and working for your business, you
will also benefit from the following:
A powerful Wow! and How? description for your business.
An avatar of your ideal client so that you can be 100% clear on the kind of person you
want to attract into your business and the kind of message that will resonate with
them.
A clear and concise marketing message designed to position your business as the
expert and authority in your niche.
A lead magnet or multiple lead magnets to attract hundreds and thousands of your
ideal clients into your sales funnel.
A social media strategy that is focused on lead generation and retargeting existing
leads.
A social media retargeting strategy to keep your business front-of-mind to increase
lead to new customer conversion rates.
A streamlined strategy to place the URL for you lead magnets on all online and offline
channels to maximize lead generation.
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Automated email campaigns that nurture leads and grow your customer base by
showcasing your expertise.
Team training on the Never Lose Another Lead Again strategy so that all team
members can feel comfortable generating new leads by offering your lead magnets
and strategy calls to potential customers.
Your sales team will refine the art of closing with the option of a high-value strategy
session that demonstrates your expertise to get people from Pain Island to Pleasure
Island.
A perpetual referral process explained to your sales team to help convert every new
customer into three more new customers.
The fully automated system explained to your whole team so they understand the
process of capturing new leads, booking new prospects in for a sales call and selling
more products and services.
A value ladder with multiple price points created to ensure you capture as much new
business as possible and you are there ready to offer the next step in the value ladder
to existing customers.
Key Metrics installed across multiple platforms to consistently analyze and improve
conversion rates and budget performance across all channels.
Everything will be linked together and run on autopilot so your new lead generation and sales
pipeline collects new leads and converts prospects 24/7.

Your biggest expense is the money you’re not making
- Robert Kioyasaki
The most expensive marketing mistake that most business owners make is not having an
automated lead generation and retargeting system. This mistake can cost you hundreds and
thousands in lost revenue.
Implementing an automated system like this is the most affordable and cost-effective way to
get endless leads, easy conversions and rapid growth.
If you would like help implementing the system, or if you would like me to conduct a
customer journey audit on your business, make sure you get in touch. The easiest thing to do
is sign-up for the resources pack that accompanies this book and once I hear from you, I’ll
get back in touch and offer you a complementary Strategy Session.

Visit www.resultsxo.com/canvas
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DO YOU KNOW THIS? OR DO YOU DO THIS?
In today's information age, we very often fail to make a distinction between I know this versus
I do this.
When you implement an automated lead generation system, you open your business up to
three important performance indicators:
Endless leads
Easy conversions
Rapid growth
If you want further information on how the Customer Journey Canvas could improve your
business, get in touch.
You can reach me direct on 00 343 86 343 2992.
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ABOUT SUSAN WALLACE
My name is Susan Wallace and I’m on a mission to help SME’s win more customers.
I’ve been teaching the psychology of priming, purchasing, and persuasion for over twenty
years. I believe the purpose of marketing is to help your potential customers to make a
commitment – not to you but to themselves. A commitment to take action and get the results
they want by buying the right product or service from the right business.
The right business is the business that demonstrates their authority and expertise with a highvalue lead magnet and has a value-laden customer journey.
Visit my website and see what I have done within the Health and Wellness sector. I have a
number of lead magnets that are designed to attract my top client segments. When they signup for the lead magnet of their choice they are automatically entered into my online sales
funnel. The conversion point from lead to buyer is when they sign-up for an online course or
a live course with me.
90% of my business is automated and more than 75% of my revenue comes from the services
I offer online.
This has given me the freedom to spend more time working with Irish SMEs and teaching
them how to implement the same lead, convert, grow system I use in my own business.
The business that gives amazing value to customers long before they become customers is
the one who will win the most business. This modern sales philosophy works for all
businesses including B2B and B2C, traditional bricks and mortar businesses, as well as
businesses selling services and products online.
When you offer value to your potential customers, you get the opportunity to showcase your
expertise and leadership. Therefore, when they are ready to purchase, you become their
number one choice. You become the only choice because you have nurtured a relationship
with them from the moment they found you.
I hope you have enjoyed reading this book and that you are ready to use the Customer Journey
Canvas in your business. I have tons of free information to help you get this tool working for
you fast. Plus, to get you started I also have a very affordable online course to help you
communicate your value through your lead magnet, sales presentation, sales page and
strategy call.
If you like to try things one step at a time, this easy to implement course is perfect for you.
Click on the link below and enter your name and email address and I’ll send everything you
need to get started to your inbox immediately.
www.resultsxo.com/canvas
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY ACADEMY

9 ONLINE MODULES

9 FILL IN THE BLANKS
WORKBOOKS

9 STRATEGY CALLS

9 ONLINE MODULES
Enjoy nine modules over nine weeks to create an automated customer journey for your
clients. Fluff free, highly targeted, essential online business growth training. Each video
lesson is short and waffle free, you look over my shoulder and copy what I do, click-byclick.
I won’t try and overwhelm you or distract you with pointless bonus offers, instead we will
get crystal clear and 100% focused on doing exactly what needs to be done to create a great
customer journey that connects your business to your perfect customers. If you need extra
resources or support, I’ll make sure you get them when you need them.

9 FILL IN THE BLANKS WORKBOOKS
With the latest research on technology and psychology underpinning this course, you’ll
enjoy the easy to use, fill in the blanks workbooks that take the hassle out of researching
best practice and you’ll have the right formulas to create the perfect customer journey.

9 INDIVIDUAL STRATEGY CALLS
Every week I’ll connect with you personally by phone or by Skype to make sure you’re on
track, answer any questions you have and jump in and help you – in a hands-on way – with
the work you’re doing. Instead of a weekly Strategy Call, we can meet for one day of
training instead. It’s your choice but some additional costs may be incurred.
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MODULE 1: DEEP INSIGHTS, PERSUASIVE MESSAGING AND REVENUE
GOALS
On this module, you will map out the perfect journey for your customers and how avoid the
shark infested waters of poor customer communication that can cost you hundreds and
thousands in lost revenue and lost sales. I will work with you to will create a persuasive and
compelling message that will help you stand out from the competition. Together we will set
your online revenue goals and plan the path to profitability FAST.

MODULE 2: LEAD MAGNET FOR ENDLESS LEADS
Together we will create a lead magnet that your customers will love. You’ll use the lead
magnet to showcase your authority and expertise and it will elevate you to the position of
leader within your field.
You’ll have a system to start collecting leads automatically from every networking event,
trade show and conference you attend. You’ll be seen to be modern, progressive and in touch
with the needs of your customers.
You’ll start using social media as a content creator instead of a content consumer. You’ll
own a strategy to drive an endless flow of new leads to your sales team for conversion into
paid customers. Plus, you’ll never lose another lead again.

MODULE 3: ENGAGE WITH EMAIL
You’ll set-up a number of automated email campaigns. Every new lead will be welcomed
with a personal message from you. Your sequences will be filled with content that gives
great value to your leads and gets them into the habit of clicking their way towards your sales
team. When you have 200 email subscribers you’ll upload that data to the social media
channels your buyers use and you’ll find your lookalike audience.

MODULE 4: SELL WITHOUT SELLING – SALES PRESENTATIONS AND
WEALTH GENERATING WEBINARS
You’ll start using the principles of consumer psychology to create sales presentations and
webinars that do the selling for you. The fill-in-the-blanks template will make it really easy
for you to create content that converts webinar attendees into customers. You’ll only have to
do it record the webinar once, it will be automated for you so you don’t have to touch it again.
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MODUE 5: STRATEGY SESSION, INSIGHTS AND EASY CONVERSIONS
In this module, you’ll discover how to automate of your sales pipeline so it will bring in new
leads daily. Together we will create an easy to manage automated system for you that links
everything together. Your lead magnet, webinar, appointment booking calendar, your email
autoresponder and your payment gateway will all be linked together and optimized to help
win more customers easily and effortlessly.
We will work together to help you develop a closing conversation that uses sales
psychology to close more clients and have a system to get regular referrals and
introductions you get from happy clients.
The fill-in-the-blanks workbook plus my support will make sure that everyone in your
office knows how to capture leads and convert prospects so you’ll never lose another lead
or a new customer again.

MODULE 6: SALES PAGES AND VALUE LADDER SELLING
The fill-in-the-blanks workbook will make sure you are communicating with all types of
buyers and the seven different ways they buy, so you can create sales pages that maximize
conversions and reduce cart abandonment and buyer hesitation. We will create a value
ladder using the principles of strategic pricing to create up-sells, down-sells, cross-sells and
referral selling so you can maximize the revenue potential of new and existing customers.

MODULE 7: SEAMLESS AUTOMATION
Most business owners will run a mile from technology, but together we’re going to figure
out your comfort level with tech, what budget and time investment you can make. Using
that information I’ll explain what technical options will give you the best opportunity to
scale and grow. If you don’t want to handle the technical side yourself, I can arrange a
done for you service – additional costs will be applied.

MODULE 8: NETWORKING SUCCESS AND PERPETUAL REFERRALS
You’ll learn how to optimize your automated sales pipeline to make sure you never lose
another lead again. I’ll make sure everything is linked together and working properly.
Your automated sales pipeline will collect new leads, nurture prospects and sell your products
or services 24/7. Because the pipeline will be automated, it will require almost no
maintenance. It will work seamlessly 365 days a year, even when your office is closed and
your sales team are on holiday.
You’ll get thousands of new leads and enquiries from all your –
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Online communication networks: Your website, social media platforms, blog, email and payper-click advertising will all be optimized to collect new leads for your business.
Offline communications: iPads and tablets, printed media, newspaper and press
advertisements, exhibition spaces, conferences, expos and trade-shows will all be optimized
to collect new leads for your business.

MODULE 9: RETARGETING AND ANALTICS FOR RAPID GROWTH
On this module, I’ll show you how to your team into social media content creators instead
of content consumers. Facebook, LinkedIn or your favorite social media channel will
become important lead generating business tools that deliver a non-stop flow of new leads
into your automated sales pipeline.
You’ll learn how to upload email addresses of leads and customers to reach your buying
audiences on all your favorite social media channels.
I’ll show you how what data to analyze and what to focus on so you can optimize the
effectiveness of all your online activities so you can scale and grow.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR SUSAN WALLACE
If you would like me to visit your business or conduct a customer journey audit, feel free to
give me a call on 086 343 2992 or email me at susan@resultsxo.com
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